POSITIVE SPACE NETWORK
2019-20 YEAR IN REVIEW

... PROGRAM OFFERINGS ...

>>

>>

>>

• Gender Affirming Gear
• Youth Drop-ins
• Youth Action Committee
• ConnecTions: Drop-in group for trans,
non-binary and gender expansive youth
• Mental Health Services

• ConnecTions: Peer support group for parents of
trans, non-binary and gender diverse youth
• Parent Resources
• Workshops/Presentations
• Family and Mental Health Services

• Building Positive Spaces Training
• Consultation
• Webinars and Resources
• Clinical and Program Consultations

For Youth

For Parents

For Community Members & Organizations

... PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS ...
158

Unique
Clients
seen in
2019-2020

19 workshops

offered during our
drop-in programs.
These included such things
as, a discussion with a public
health nurse on sexual
health, and a
portraiture
class with the
Art Gallery of
Burlington.

32 program volunteers
contributed over

844 hours

to contribute
to program
success.

Built community
connections &
partnerships with
The Halton District School Board,
PFLAG Halton Chapter, Halton
Libraries, Art Gallery of Burlington,
YMCA - Oakville, Mississauga
Halton LIHN, OTMH and Joseph
Brant Hospital, Rainbow Health
Ontario, Pro Bono students
Canada, Halton Hills Youth
Centers.

7
clinical workshops and
educational groups offered

for our youth and families
outside of the regular drop-in
times. This included things like
“Gender Journeys”, “AFFIRM”
and “Born This Way”.

I like being able to talk to other queer people and feel like I have a place to belong.
This is the only place that I feel that I can be myself without judgment.

... CLINICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH ...
Provides on-site
organized clinical
training for ROCK staff,
community partners,
nurses and physicians in
Halton to respond to
2SLGBTQ+ needs

4 trainings
complete
in 2019-20

Participates in
Consulted
in the
TransLink
research
and
networking
consortiums

Provides on-site
mental health
support and
workshops to
participants in
PSN's group
programming

the Halton French Language
Services committee, Rainbow
Health Ontario's mental
health mentorship meetings,
and ROCK's Equity, Diversity
and Inclusion Committee

... YOUTH AND FAMILIES CURRENTLY SERVED BY PSN ...
In 2020, PSN hosted

PSN community
programs also
provide

Provided
43 youth

...............................................

60 Drop-ins, serving
851Youth & Parents
401Unique Clients

a pathway
for referral

to other community
and clinical
programs

with access to
gender affirming
gear

HEALTH EQUITY DATA

... INTERSECTIONALITY: NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS ...
57%

24%

11%

8%

5%

Mental Illness

Learning Disability

Chronic Illness

Physical Disability

Sensory Disability

60%
White

17%

9%

6%

3%

3%

Asian

Latinx

Mixed Heritage

Black

Middle Eastern

I attended because I wanted to try and make an impact in my community to help make a safer space for
the LGBTQ+ community.

I really appreciate this group and believe it definitely has had a positive impact on my life. I only wish I knew about
it when I was younger.

IMPACT OF PSN

... CREATING SAFER SPACES ...
Youth feel
safe
and
supported

90%

>>

of youth surveyed
reported that they felt
safe participating in the
group and that they
were comfortable with
the group leaders.

Youth value
participating
in a group
led by
leaders
from their
community

97%

>>

of youth valued having
the opportunity to
participate in a group
led by adults from the
2SLGBTQ+ community

Youth have a
positive
experience
participating
in the
group

97%

>>

of youth rate
their
experience
in the group
as “Good” or
“Very Good”

... CONNECTIONS TO SUPPORTS ...
To be honest, I think without ConnecTions, I wouldn’t be here right now.
Youth are
more aware
of services
and
supports

>>

82%

of youth surveyed report that
they learned about services
and supports through PSN

It’s even had an impact, even though none of my friends from school go,

it’s had an impact on them cause I know what to say to them and I know how to
teach them to better respond to me.

I think it helps people realize that you’re not alone, you’re not the only

one going through this. For a really long time, I thought that I was the only person
in the world that was transgender, until I found out there were other people out
there like me.

Well, I feel like with the whole pandemic, it was really hard to switch up

Youth feel
more
confident
accessing
supports

>>

82%
of youth surveyed report
that they feel more confident
accessing supports after
participating in PSN

events and stuff and just have everything online. The fact that we could do it so
cleanly and still have Pride was really amazing. All the hard work we put into it
was pretty amazing and we had our virtual Pride.

For me, it’s one of the highlights of the month. When you’re dealing with

your kids’ challenges at times—and specially the mental health aspect of it, it
seems to be one of the brightest points of the month, getting together.

